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Agenda

● Introspection



 

What is terminology?

● terminology is the science studying the structure, formation, 
development, usage and management of terms

● terminology management includes collecting terms, defining their 
meaning, indicating their correct usage, translating terms, and 
storing this work so that it can be useful to others

But what is a term?



 

According to ISO TC37

A term is a designation of a concept belonging to a 
language for specific purposes (LSP)

● an LSP is a language used in a subject field

– a subject field is a field of special knowledge

● special knowledge is ????



 

The truth is, 

we don't really know 
what a term is.



 

General theory of terminology (GTT)

A term is the designation of an object, the conceptualization 

of which can be classified into a system of concepts
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Socio-cognitive theory of terminology

A term is a natural language representation of a unit of understanding, 

considered relevant to given purposes, applications, or groups of users
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Lexico-semantic theory of terminology

A term is a meaningful text unit that is defined 
according to the position it occupies in a 
specialized corpus considered useful for an 
application



 

Communicative theory of terminology

Terms are lexical units that, through pragmatic 
conditions and communication situations, can 
assume a terminological value.



 

Textual theory of terminology

A term is a construct that takes shape through 
an analysis which gives consideration to corpus 
evidence, validation by subject-matter experts, 
and the purpose of the terminographical product



 

TS
Term type: Acronym



 



 



 Terms are the fundamental building blocks of 
communication that drives the global economy



 

Take advantage of SQL Server 2008 R2 features such as 

partitioning, snapshot isolation, and 64-bit support, which 

enable you to build and deploy the most demanding 

applications. Leverage enhanced parallel query 

processing to improve query performance in large 

databases. Increase query performance further with star 

schema query optimizations.

(Text from Microsoft SQL Server 2008)



 

The World Bank offers support to developing countries 

through policy advice, research and analysis, and 

technical assistance. Our analytical work often underpins 

World Bank financing and helps inform developing 

countries’ own investments. In addition, we support 

capacity development in the countries we serve. We also 

sponsor, host, or participate in many conferences and 

forums on issues of development, often in collaboration 

with partners.



 

Our industry-leading technology searches the lowest fares 

from hundreds of airlines, and gives you access to Web 

Fares. Choose your plane seat with Seat Maps, and know 

when fares to your favorite destinations drop with Fare 

Watcher.

Print out a custom mini-guide before you go using 

Frommer's Guides. Browse our deals pages for popular 

destinations, including insider tips, great deals, and travel 

basics.



 

What is the purpose of managing terminology?

● Support global communications?

● Promote multilinguality, multiculturalism?

● Reduce economic inequality?

● Are these goals restricted to “special knowledge”?



 

NLP applications need terminology

● Terminology is domain knowledge that many NLP or text 
analytics applications need in order to process unstructured 
information

● A properly-designed termbase can be leveraged for diverse 
applications: MT, search, indexing, CAT, controlled authoring, 
glossaries, classification systems, thesauri, word lists for various 
text analysis applications, etc.



 

Types of data required

● Controlled authoring

– synonyms, with preferred term marker

● Search engines

– synsets – synonyms, abbreviations, variants

– broader and narrower terms – expand or narrow the search

– subsets, for faceted search – product names, brands, etc.

● Machine translation

– grammatical information: part of speech, gender, transitivity

– headword of compounds

– subject fields

● Text analytics

– inflected forms



 

Search query expansion



 

Controlled authoring



 

Managing terminology is really about 
managing lexical units of any kind to support 
the needs of an application or a stakeholder 

in a given situation.

Managing “lexical units” would be more 
appropriately named “lexicology”.

But that's not possible.



 

Lexicology already exists as a field with its own 
theory and methodology

Lexicology        Terminology

● Study of words and their 
meanings

● Preparation of glossaries 
and dictionaries

● Headword-based structure
● Descriptive

● Study of concepts and 
their designations

● Preparation of 
terminological entries

● Synset structure (concept 
orientation)

● Often prescriptive



 

Concept orientation

A terminological entry describes only one concept, and 
includes, for that one concept only:

● All terms in the source language (synonyms, acronyms, abbreviations, 
spelling variants, etc.)

● All terms in the target language (translations)

● Descriptive information (definitions, explanations, usage notes, etc.)

Often includes:

● Relations to other concepts

● Pictures

● Semantic data categories such as subject field



 



 

Concept orientation



 

Terminological entry



 

Headword orientation

A lexicological entry describes only one lexical unit, and 
includes:

● All the meanings of that lexical unit

Because of the focus on the lexical unit, often includes:

● Etymology

● Pronunciation

● Collocations



 



 

Lexicological entry



 

Both lexicological and terminological 
structures are needed for different purposes



 

Principles and methods of Terminology, extended to 
lexical units of interest for various purposes

● Computer-assisted translation

● Controlled authoring

● NLP

● Sentiment analysis and opinion mining

● Search optimization



 

Theories and methods

Terminology Lexicology

Headword orientedConcept oriented

Descriptive

Prescriptive

shared data categories

Onomasiological
Semasiological

Corpora

Univocal
Equivocal



 

Lexical items of interest

Terminology Lexicology
The entire lexicon 
of the language

Terms (from LSPs)

Discreet units

Compositional, 
overlapping units



 

Lexicology – oriented to the publishing medium



 

ISO/TC 37 Terminology and other language and content resources

Terminology – a granularly structured 
language resource



 

Approaches to terminology management

● Originally

– Systematic – work on a set of terms that are semantically 
related

● Increasingly

– Ad-hoc – one term/entry at a time, usually to respond to an 
immediate need

– Corpus-based



 

Systematic terminology work

A number of terms are worked on as a collection. Within this set, there 
are “families” of terms that are related:

● Morphologically, i.e. have similar parts:

– forestation, deforestation, afforestation, reforestation

– server, Web server, application server, domain name server, email server, file 
server, SQL server...

● Semantically, i.e. have a related meaning

– forest, forestry, forest ranger, canopy, tree, lumber, biodiversity, forest fire, 
woodlot

– server, client, replication, server farm, network, server pool



 

Ad-hoc terminology work

● Very common

● Pick up a term for a project, client, etc.

● Clarify it, add descriptors

● Translate

● Get feedback



 

Approaches to terminology management

Originally

● normative - “standardizes” terminology

Increasingly:

● descriptive – describes terms, their meaning, their usage, 
without making recommendations

● prescriptive - makes recommendations, chooses “preferred” 
terms. Requires a review/approval process.

● hybrid: 

– Some entries contain recommendations/decisions

– A few entries might be “standardized”

– Most entries are purely descriptive



 

Terminology standards vs standardized terminology

Terminology standards

● Standard ways to manage terminology data (ISO TC37 
standards)

● Example: ISO 16642 – Terminology Markup Framework

Standardized terminology

● Terms that are “approved” over other terms

● Quite rare

● Example: Clause 3 of ISO standards, “Terms and definitions”

– E.g. terminology of offshore drilling rigs



 



 



 

Approaches to terminology management

Originally: Onomasiological

● Identify and clarify a concept before naming it

● Develop a “concept system” with definitions based on logic

● Adherence to the “univocity principle” 

Increasingly: Semasiological

● Identify a term then define it

● Recognition of polysemy and homonymy



 

To sum up: terminology “in practice” is changing

● Increased text focus and use of corpora

● Recognition of semasiological approach

● Need for ad-hoc approach

● Rarely normative

● Rarely univocal

● Increasingly pragmatic: role of cognition, communication, application

● Expansion of addressed lexicon

● Increased applications for NLP and commercial settings

● Adoption of methods from lexicography where suitable



 

But...ISO terminology standards have not kept up

● TC37 standards espouse the GTT and have not recognized any of 
the other theories and methodologies

● Many of the pragmatic approaches are dismissed as invalid

● There are no standards or best practices that address:

– Use of corpora

– Developing terminology resources for various applications



 

As a result, Terminology has an identity crisis

● Its not lexicology

● Its not the same “terminology” as before

● Yet it has great potential as a language resource

● We need visionaries to help develop this field



 

Thank You!
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